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About 10% of scholarly articles are 
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A follow-up survey 
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How much would you pay to publish OA? 
Those who published and easily paid fees (n=454) 
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How much would you pay to publish OA? 
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Remember… 
About 10% of scholarly articles are 
published in Open Access journals… 
 
…but about 90% of scholars think 
Open Access is beneficial 
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Was there a reason not to publish OA?  
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Was there a reason not to publish OA?  
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Do demand and supply for high Impact-
Factor OA journals match? 
Does not publish because of “quality”=20% Does not publish because of “quality”=23% 
Does not publish because of “quality”=32% Does not publish because of “quality”=39% 
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Summary 
Gap between beliefs and actions: 
Major limitation: (perceived) lack of high-quality OA 
journals 
Major barrier: fees and funding 
 
Sizable country-by-country and discipline-
by-discipline difference 
One size does not fit all ! 
project-soap.eu 
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